**Adventure**

- Ice station
- Outbreak
- I’d say I love you, but then I’d have to kill you
- Conspiracy 365: January
- The sniper

**Chick Lit**

- Pink
- Faking sweet
- Kiss
- Joel and Cat set the story straight
- Just listen
- The transformation of MinnaHargraeves
- Angus, Thongs and full frontal snogging
- Girl next door
- Walking naked

**Humor**

- How Hedley Hopkins did a dare...
- My life, my love, my lasagne
- Don’t call me Ishmael
- The Falcon’s Malteser

**Year 8 Reading List**
Boys ‘n’ Blokes

Crossfire
James Moloney

Swerve
Phillip Gwynne

Graffiti on the fence
Elaine Forrestal

Monstered
Bernie Monagle

The legend of Kevin the plumber
Scott Gardner

White ute dreaming
Scott Gardner

The Wayne dynasty
David McRobbie

The eight lives of Stullie the great
Jim Schembri

Stories of

Pagan’s crusade
Catherine Jinks

Rangers apprentice
John Flanagan

1212: Year of the journey
Kathleen McDonnell

Halo
ZizouCorder

Fighting Fantasy: The warlock of firetop mountain
Steve Jackson

Horror

Vanishings
Michael Panckridge

Cirque du Freak
Darren Shan

The Graveyard book
Neil Gaiman

The crossing Book 1
Mandy Hagar

Asia Pacific

Somebody’s crying
Maureen McCarthy

Talking to blue
Ken Catran

Hostage
Karen Tayleur

Stolen
Lucy Christopher

Mice
Gordon Reece

If I stay
Gayle Forman